Abstract-We are investigating interventional MRI (iMRI) guided radiofrequency thermal ablation for the minimally invasive treatment of the prostate cancer. Nuclear medicine can detect and localize tumor in the prostate not reliably seen in MRI. We intend to combine the advantages of functional images such as nuclear medicine SPECT with iMRI-guided treatments. Our concept is to first register the low-resolution SPECT with a high-resolution MRI volume. Then by registering the high-resolution MR image with live-time iMRI acquisitions, we can, in turn, map the functional data and high-resolution anatomic information to live-time iMRI images for improved tumor targeting. For the first step, we used a three-dimensional mutual information registration method. For the latter, we developed a robust slice to volume (SV) registration algorithm with special features. The concept was tested using image data from three patients and three volunteers. The SV registration accuracy was 0 4 mm 0 2 mm as compared to our volume-to-volume registration that was previously shown to be quite accurate for these image pairs. With our image registration and fusion software, simulation experiments show that it is quite feasible to incorporate SPECT and high-resolution MRI into the iMRI-guided minimally invasive treatment procedures.
an RF ablation device. We are currently investigating the extension of these techniques to the treatment of prostate cancer. Since MRI does not reliably show prostate tumors, we intend to incorporate nuclear medicine SPECT or MR spectroscopy images with higher sensitivity for detecting and localizing prostate tumors [4] , [5] .
To incorporate image data from other sources in a live-time iMRI procedure, we intend to register two-dimensional (2-D) slice images quickly acquired on the iMRI scanner in live-time with a previously acquired volume of image data. Then, to incorporate an image volume from another modality, it can be registered with the full MR volume. Thus, to incorporate SPECT in an iMRI procedure, we will first register the SPECT image volume with a high-resolution MR volume; then, when we register iMRI slice images to the high-resolution MR volume, we can also map them to the SPECT functional image data. If this procedure is successful, then a variety of potential visualization tools can help the physician appropriately localize and apply treatments. The live-time iMRI images will be used for guidance, and very probably any small misregistration errors can be mentally corrected by the physician. To simplify and possibly improve the slice-to-volume (SV) registration step, we intend to always use MR images acquired with similar pulse sequences.
The application of SV registration methods to iMRI-guided treatment of prostate cancer raises several challenges. First, iMRI images often have lower signal to noise ratio (SNR) than diagnostic MR images because of the emphasis on fast imaging and because of the typically lower field strength of open iMRI magnets. Second, a single slice, or a few slices, provides many fewer structures than an entire volume for voxel based matching. Third, the prostate can move relative to the pelvic bones due to changes in rectal and bladder filling [6] or changes in patient posture for treatment [7] . That is, alignment of the pelvic bones, prominent anatomical features in MR grayscale images, does not necessarily ensure that the prostate is aligned. Fourth, the normal prostate is a small organ; when healthy, it measures only cm in its widest dimension [8] . The small prostate is located below the much larger bladder that can change its shape and size during imaging. Finally, times for registration and algorithm robustness are of particular concern for this application.
Previous success with registering one MR prostate volume to another [7] encourages us to pursue this plan. We call this volume-to-volume registration, or VV. We used a rigid body, mutual information registration method with some features to 0018-9499/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE improve robustness [7] . We carefully evaluated registration quality using a variety of methods. For volume pairs acquired over a short time span from a supine subject with legs flat on the table, registration accuracy of both prostate centroids (typically mm) and bony landmarks (average 1.6 mm) was on the order of a voxel ( mm). For volumes acquired under very different conditions, e.g., legs flat and legs raised into the treatment position, or with and without bladder or rectal filling, we obtained somewhat larger prostate centroids registration errors of about 3.0 mm. From our results with VV prostate registration, we decided that we could assess SV accuracy by comparing results to VV registration for those volume pairs having low VV registration error.
In the next sections, we will report algorithms and results for the slice-to-volume registration between an iMRI thick slice and a high-resolution MRI volume, the three-dimensional (3-D) registration of SPECT and high-resolution MRI volumes, and the fusion of the three modalities for potential applications in iMRI-guided thermal ablation of the prostate.
II. REGISTRATION ALGORITHMS

A. Similarity Measures
For slice to volume registration of iMRI image slice and high-resolution MRI volume, we used two similarity measures, mutual information and correlation coefficient, in our registration. Suppose one image is the reference, and the other is floating. Their mutual information is [9] The joint probability and the marginal probabilities of the reference image and of the floating image, can be estimated from the normalized joint intensity histogram.
The correlation coefficient (CC) is the measure of the interdependence of two random variables that ranges in value from to , indicating perfect negative correlation at , absence of correlation at zero, and perfect positive correlation at . For the reference and floating images, and , their correlation coefficient is [10] Here denote the average intensities of the reference and floating volumes and the summation includes all voxels within the overlap of both volumes.
B. Registration of iMRI Slice and High-Resolution MRI Volume
We used a registration algorithm similar to the one as previously reported by us [11] , [12] . We used multiresolution approach and perform registration from low to high resolution. At resolution, we resampled images so as to give number of the voxels along each linear dimension. At full resolution, we used the full number of voxels. We use correlation coefficient at the two lower resolutions because it gives fewer local maximums and because it can be calculated faster than MI. We use MI at full resolution because the peaked similarity function gives a more precise solution than CC [7] . To avoid local maximums, we include a restarting feature where registration is restarted with randomly perturbed parameters obtained from a uniform distribution about the initial transformation values at the current resolution being used. The algorithm restarts until the absolute CC is above an experimentally determined threshold or the maximum number of restarts is reached. Absolute CC is used rather than MI because it has a well-defined range between 0 and 1 and because it provides an independent check of the MI result at the highest resolution.
We record all important results following an optimization cycle including the CC and/or MI values, the number of restarts, and the transformation parameters. At the end of processing at a lower resolution, we always select the transformation parameters having the maximum CC value. We then scale the translation parameters appropriately and assign the new parameters to be initial values at the next higher resolution. At the highest resolution, MI instead of CC is the similarity measure, and we select the final transformation parameters to be those with the maximum MI value.
Typical parameter values are now described. We use an initial guess assuming an identity transformation, i.e., all initial translation and rotation parameters are zero, because the patient is normally oriented approximately the same way from one scan to the next. The algorithm restarts until the absolute CC is above a threshold of 0.5 or maximum numbers of restarts are reached (10, 5 , and 3, from low to high resolution, respectively).
C. Registration of SPECT and High-Resolution MRI Volume
The mutual information algorithm was used to register MRI and SPECT volume images because of its ability to align multimodality images [13] , [14] . Registration of SPECT and MR images is challenging because the two image types have different spatial resolutions and image features. The radiotracer used for SPECT imaging was ProstaScint ® (Cytogen Corporation, Princeton, NJ), a monoclonal antibody that binds to prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA). Before registration, both SPECT and MRI volumes were resized using trilinear interpolation to create volumes matrix of 128 128 128 with 3 mm isotropic voxels, a voxel size between that of the two scans. The standard parameter set for automatic registration included: 256 intensity levels for each volume, the entire 2-D joint histogram, the full field of view of 128 128 128 voxels for both volumes, and no masking or cropping of either volume. Phantom data were preprocessed in a similar fashion.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. High-Resolution MR Image Acquisitions
High-resolution MRI volumes were acquired using a 1.5 T Siemens MRI system (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). An 8-element phased array body coil was used to ensure coverage of the prostate with a uniform sensitivity. Typically two anterior and two posterior elements were enabled for signal acquisition. We used two different MR sequences.
First, we used a 3-D rapid gradient echo sequence (PSIF) designed to acquire the spin-echo component of the steady state response, rather than the free induction decay. The spin echo component forms immediately prior to the RF pulse; it is shifted toward the prior RF pulse through appropriate gradient waveform design. The sequence with 9.4/5.0/60 (TR/TE/flip) yields 160 256 128 voxels over a 219 350 192-mm rectangular FOV and 1.4 1.4 1.5-mm voxels oriented to give the highest resolution for transverse slices. There is over sampling at 31% in the slice direction to reduce aliasing artifacts. The acquisition time is 4 min and 15 sec. This sequence gave excellent image contrast for the prostate and its surroundings. It was used to acquire volumes for volunteers S1-S3.
Second, we used a 3-D RF spoiled gradient echo steady state pulse sequence (FLASH) with TR/TE/flip parameters of 12/5.0/60 which give 256 256 128 voxels over a 330 330 256-mm field of view (FOV) to yield 1.3 1.3 2.0-mm voxels oriented to give the highest resolution for transverse slices. The acquisition time is 5 min and 38 sec. This sequence is good for pelvic imaging but is not ideal for the prostate. It was used to acquire volumes for patients S4-S8.
When acquiring high-resolution MR volumes, volunteers laid supine in a manner similar to the diagnostic position in routine MR scanning. Between volume acquisitions, volunteers got up from the MR table, stretched, and walked around to ensure that they would assume a different position when they laid back on the table. The coil array was centered on the prostate. We acquired three volumes from each of the volunteers S1-S3. For patients S4-S8, we acquired nine MRI volumes and each patient with at least one volume.
B. Interventional MRI Image Acquisitions and Simulation
We acquired iMRI images using a clinical 0.2 T C-arm open MR scanner (Siemens Open Symphony, Erlangen, Germany) modified for interventional MRI procedures and in this paper referred to as the iMRI system. We used a two-dimensional PSIF with 15.2/7.4/45 (TR/TE/FA) for image slice acquisitions. The iMRI slices were 128 128 with in-plane pixel size of 2.8 2.8 mm and with effective slice thickness of 5 mm.
We acquired iMRI images under the conditions simulating the treatment application. The volunteer was supine, and his legs were supported at 30 -60 relative to the horizon and separated in a "V" with an angle of 60 -90 between two legs. This is similar to the lithotomy position used in prostate therapies, and it should provide access for needle insertion in brachytherapy or RF thermal ablation. We call this the treatment position. For each of the volunteers S1-S3, we acquired 30 iMRI image slices covering the prostate. They included 10 transverse, 10 coronal, and 10 sagittal image slices. We call these images "actual" iMRI images to differentiate them from "simulated" images as described in the next paragraph.
To test a variety of clinical conditions, we used high-resolution MRI volumes to simulate iMRI images by creating thick slices and adding noise and receive coil inhomogeneity [15] . Clinically, we typically use an iMRI slice thickness of 4.0-6.0 mm. We averaged three slices 1.4 mm thick to create a 4.2 mm thick slice. We added noise to the simulated iMRI image.
C. SPECT Image Acquisition
The study included five patients (S4-S8) with either high Gleason scores from biopsy or rising PSA level ( mcg/L, prostate specific antigen) or palpation staging beyond stage T1. After patient eligibility was established, patients gave informed consent. The Institutional Review Board of the University Hospitals of Cleveland approved the imaging protocol.
Approximately four days after injecting 5 mCi ProstaScint ® , the abdominal and pelvic regions were scanned using a two-head Siemens E.CAM camera (Siemens Medical System, Inc., Hoffman Estates, IL). ProstaScint ® is an [In-111]-labeled monoclonal antibody capromab penditide ( In MoAb 7E11.C5) used for imaging prostate cancer. The evening before scanning, patients performed a bowel prep with Fleet R Prep Kit #3 (Fleet Pharmaceuticals, Lynchburg, VA). Images were acquired with a medium energy collimator and 15% energy window. The acquisition parameters included a step-and-shoot motion, a 128 128 pixel matrix for each projection, an imaging time of 25 sec per stop, and a total of 120 stops over a full 360 rotation. The field of view of was 53.3 38.7 cm . The ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm was used for image reconstruction [16] . SPECT images were comprised of 4. To analyze and validate registration of high-resolution MRI and SPECT under a controlled situation, an acrylic phantom of the pelvis and lower abdomen was used. Spheres of proportional size representing portions of the bladder, acetabula, rectum, and the prostate gland were placed in appropriate positions in the torso phantom. The spheres of acetabulum were filled with potassium phosphate. Other spheres were filled with water. The torso phantom was filled with a small amount of copper sulfate dissolved in deionized water. The SPECT scan was conducted after injecting all spheres with [In-111]-DTPA at relative concentrations comparable to those detected in human scans. The water in the torso was given a background activity of 1 Ci/ml such as to mimic the background in human SPECT scans.
D. Registration Experiments
We used nine pairs of high-resolution MR volumes of volunteers S1-S3 to perform SV registration experiments. For each volume pair, we extracted data from one volume to simulate thick iMRI image slices; and then we registered the simulated image slices to the other volume. We desire an iMRI slice image acquisition method that gives robust, accurate registrations and is relatively insensitive to acquisition parameters. Hence, we performed experiments to determine the dependence on slice orientation (transverse, sagittal, and coronal), on slice position relative to the prostate (above, centered, and below), and on image noise from fast imaging techniques.
We also performed SV registration experiments using the actual iMRI images from volunteers S1-S3. We registered actual iMRI image slices with high-resolution (1.5 T system) MR volumes of the same volunteer and visually evaluated results. For each volunteer, there were three high-resolution MR volumes and 30 iMRI image slices giving 90 SV registration experiments, and a total of 270 experiments.
A number of technical issues were examined for MI registration of MRI and ProstaScint ® SPECT prostate images. First, MRI acquisition, by varying the MR imaging pulse sequence, various structures can be emphasized or suppressed. Several different acquisition sequences were tested and its effect on registration accuracy and robustness was determined. Second, because of the different dynamic ranges between MR and SPECT images, intensity scaling was studied for its effect on registration. This is prompted by a recent study showing that scaling images to 16 gray levels gives better results than 256 gray levels when registering muscle fiber images [17] . Third, because of the sparseness in the histogram, the use of a portion or a section rather than the full joint histogram was evaluated. This effectively restricted the registration to particular intensity ranges. Fourth, the multiresolution approach was examined for its ability to expedite the automated search algorithm. Fifth, the use of spatial masking was investigated to see whether it facilitates the registration of partially overlapping volumes. In all cases, registration experiments were performed with and without these modifications to determine their effect on the success of registration. Success was determined by comparing the results of these experiments to those of manual registration of the same images as described in the next section. Experiments with these parameters should provide insight into improving registration of MR and SPECT prostate images. We performed registration experiments using the SPECT and MRI image volumes from patients S4-S8.
E. Registration Evaluations
We evaluated registration experiments by visual inspection. We used RegViz, a program created in IDL (Interactive Data Language, Research System Inc., CO) in our laboratory with multiple visualization and analysis methods. First, we manually segmented prostate boundaries in image slices and copied them to corresponding slices. This enabled visual determination of the overlap of prostate boundaries over the entire volume. Second, color overlay displays were used to evaluate overlap of structures. One image was rendered in gray and the other in the "hot-iron" color scheme. To visualize potential differences, it was quite useful to interactively change the contribution of each image using the transparency scale. Third, we used a sector display, which divided the reference and registered images into rectangular sectors and created an output image by alternating sectors from the two input images. Even subtle shifts of edges would be clearly seen.
Our standard evaluation method for SV registration was to compare SV and VV registration. Since this relies on VV registration accuracy, we now review our previous results [7] . For volume pairs acquired over a short time span from a supine subject with legs flat on the table, prostates were well aligned and prostate centroid displacements were typically mm. The registration accuracy as determined from displacements of pelvic bony landmarks was mm. From our success with VV prostate registration, we decided that we could measure SV accuracy by comparing results to VV registrations for those volume pairs having low VV registration error. To compare SV and VV registration, we defined a rectangular volume of interest (VOI) just covering the prostate and calculated voxel displacements between the two registrations. To voxels within the VOI, we applied the transformations obtained by VV and by SV registrations. We then calculated the 3-D Euclidian displacements between the transformed voxels. The mean voxel distance was used as our metric of SV registration error. For the evaluation of algorithm robustness, we defined the SV registration as being successful when the 3-D displacement was less than 2.0 mm. The success of computer registration of SPECT and MRI volumes was determined by comparing results to manual registration. Manual registration was done by two board-certified nuclear medicine radiologists blinded to the automatic registration results. Manual registration was done using a software package with a graphical user interface (GUI) developed in-house, which allows graphical manipulation of volumes with six degrees of freedom in a rigid body registration. A color overlay was used to assess registration quality.
Two radiologists with a nuclear medicine specialty aligned the image volumes, and whenever there was a discrepancy, they reached a consensus for a single transformation. This painstaking cross-validation was a time-consuming process and certainly would not be a routine procedure, but the results served as the gold standard for the automated method. We defined a successful automatic registration to be obtained when all displacements were voxels (6 mm) in the x, y, and z directions and angle differences were degree for all angles about each of the three axes.
Although manual registration is difficult and somewhat operator dependent, it is the only acceptable option for an independent registration on the patient SPECT and MRI volumes. Skin fiducials would be of limited value in the pelvis, and there are no good identifiable point anatomical landmarks in the SPECT images.
We simulated the iMRI-guided procedures using our image registration and fusion software that are specially designed for this application. Before treatment, we acquired SPECT and high-resolution MRI volumes from the same patients. Second, we registered the two images and transferred the pair of aligned data sets to a workstation that was used for the slice to volume registration. Third, we connected the workstation to the iMRI scanner and obtained iMRI image slices from the scanner. Fourth, we performed the slice to volume registration. Finally, the software created fused images of the three modalities as would be done for image guidance. All registrations and image fusions are automatic.
IV. RESULTS
A. Registration of an iMRI Slice to a High-Resolution MRI Volume
We determined SV registration results for slices near the prostate in the three standard orthogonal orientations. Comparing to VV, mean and standard deviation registration errors across 9 volume pairs were mm, mm, and mm for transverse, coronal and sagittal slices covering the prostate, respectively. Transverse slices worked best because they contain many relatively rigid anatomical structures.
Simulation experiments showed SV registration to be very insensitive to noise. We performed over 100 registration experiments with noise added to give signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranging from 20 to 5. Using the slice configurations recommended above (transverse slices near the prostate center), we obtained 100% successful registrations ( mm) for , a value much worse than the clinical SNR value of on our iMRI system. As for SV registration of actual iMRI image slices with a high-resolution MR volume, the contours overlap and overlay images show that the prostate matches very well (Fig. 1) . Other visual inspection techniques also demonstrate excellent registration. Note that a single iMRI image was used to produce this registration result.
We now describe some aspects of the implementation. The time for an SV registration was typically about 3 sec on a Pentium IV, 2.4 GHz CPU, with 1 Gbytes of memory. The algorithm was written in IDL and could probably be made much faster in a lower level language such as C.
B. Registration of SPECT and High-Resolution MRI Volumes
An example of a successful automatic registration is shown in Fig. 2 . All anatomical features including the bone marrow in the femur and pubic symphysis are well aligned in the color overlay. This MR-SPECT volume pair and four others were successfully registered according to the criteria defined earlier. Standard algorithm parameters (Section II-C) were used with the lower-left quadrant of the joint histogram used for calculating MI. Successful image registration was obtained with images from patients S4, S5, and S8. There were four other MR-SPECT volume pairs obtained from patients S6 and S7 that were not successfully registered with our program. In all four cases, the MR images were not acquired using our final, optimized MR sequence (Section III-A). When we used the optimized sequence with full anatomical coverage, registration was always successful. We believe that automated SPECT-MRI registration will be feasible on many patients' images.
We now report the registration results of SPECT and high-resolution MRI images of the phantom. Registrations of the phantom images were carried out by displacing the aligned image pair with known rotation and translations. All orientations, axial, sagittal, and coronal, were successfully registered. Other experiments showed that intensity scaling and multiresolution could not improve the registration ability for both phantom and human data.
C. Image Fusion and Visualization
We created image registration and fusion software for the potential applications in iMRI-guided procedures. In Fig. 3 , we demonstrate the image fusion visualization software in a simulation of clinical usage. SPECT and high-resolution MR images were acquired, transferred to a workstation, and registered prior to the "simulated" procedure. We then simulate acquiring thick iMRI slices, register them to the high-resolution volume, and prepare the visualization in Fig. 3 . In this figure, one can see all. The registered images are shown in the three windows at the top line (Fig. 3) . After registration, the program creates fused images as displayed at the bottom.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This preliminary study has shown promising algorithmic results for bringing nuclear medicine, functional images into the interventional MRI suite. Automatic registration of SPECT and MRI volumes was always successful with "good" MRI volumes obtained using the optimized acquisition sequence and covering all anatomy of interest. Slice-to-volume automatic registration was even more successful with highly accurate, robust registration obtained. Putting these two steps together, a patient's SPECT images can be registered to a high-resolution MRI volume prior to an iMRI procedure; live-time iMRI slice images can be registered to the MRI volume; and, finally, one can then display the live-time iMRI slice image with the appropriately reformatted, fused image from the SPECT and high-resolution MRI image volumes.
The required registration accuracy is probably less than one might think. The live-time iMRI image obtained in the plane of the advancing needle will always be used for guiding a needle for intervention or biopsy. The corresponding fused SPECT-MRI and/or high-resolution MRI images will be used as a planning guide. With proper visualization tools, interventional radiologists should be able to mentally account for any small registration errors. In addition, there is often image evidence of cancer in MR prostate images that can perhaps be identified with the aid of functional images. Such MR-visible lesions can then become the markers for tumor targeting. Any potential gross registration errors should be easily recognized resulting in a failure to include the functional image data in the iMRI suite but not in a catastrophic misguidance of the therapy needle.
More analysis of registration error is possible. The overall registration error of placing a SPECT image with a live-time iMRI image depends upon both SPECT-MRI and the slice-to-volume errors. The slice to volume error for voxels near the prostate is mm, as argued elsewhere [11] , [12] . The SPECT-MRI error can be roughly estimated from the requirements for acceptable registration ( mm and ). Slice-to-volume registration has an error less than obtained with SPECT-MRI, as would be expected from the low resolution and reduced number of features with SPECT. The automatic SPECT-MRI registration error is comparable to the uncertainty of manual registration. (After all, that is how we specified the requirements for "acceptability.") Despite such uncertainty, SPECT images have been routinely registered with CT and MR images at our institution to use ProstaScint ® for diagnostic studies of prostate cancer. If SPECT-MRI can be used for diagnostic procedures and slice-to-volume registration has much less error, then we anticipate that the combined process will fulfill needs for guidance as argued in the last paragraph.
To minimize registration error, we recommend that image data are obtained under comparable conditions by keeping a similar posture and by taking clinical measures to reduce rectal and bladder filling. Warping registration method may be useful to correct significant deformations at the expense of additional complexity, time, and possibly robustness [18] , [19] .
Finally, we believe that it is quite feasible to include previously acquired nuclear medicine SPECT images and high-resolution MRI data into iMRI-guided minimally invasive treatment procedures. We are beginning to explore this application in animal experiments.
